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I. INTRODUCTION

When the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 1973 on March 17, 2011, the world witnessed a brief moment of legal and moral clarity.† Although at least 17 humanitarian interventions have taken place since 1990—including northern and southern Iraq, East Timor, Bos-

* The following was presented at the International Law in Crisis Symposium hosted by Case Western Reserve University School of Law on September 8-9, 2011, webcast available at http://law.case.edu/centers/cox/webcast.asp?dt=20110909.
† Dr. Paul R. Williams is the Rebecca I. Grazier Professor of Law and International Relations at American University. He is also the co-founder and President of the Public International Law & Policy Group, a global pro bono law firm providing assistance to parties engaged in peace negotiations and drafting post-conflict constitutions. In this capacity, Dr. Williams provides pro bono legal assistance to the Libyan Transitional National Council. PhD Cambridge, J.D. Stanford Law School, AB UC Davis.
‡ Betsy Popken is a Law Fellow at the Public International Law & Policy Group with sponsorship from Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP and provides pro bono legal assistance to the Libyan Transitional National Council. J.D. University of Southern California, LLM London School of Economics, BA UCLA.
† This moment of legal and moral clarity may have already passed. At the time of writing this article, the Syrian government had killed more than 2,900 civilians and the Security Council had yet to pass any resolution condemning the violence. See Syria Protests: More Than 2,900 Killed Overall, Says UN, BBC NEWS (Oct. 6, 2011) http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-15203188; Joe Lauria, Russia, China Veto U.N.'s Syria Move, WALL ST. J., Oct. 5, 2011, at A9.
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nia, Somalia, and Kosovo—humanitarian intervention has often been handicapped by narrow legal mandates and weak implementation. But in Libya, the world got it right. The Security Council quickly passed a well-drafted legal blueprint for humanitarian intervention and an international coalition aggressively implemented it. In doing so, a coalition led by the British and French demonstrated the legal skill and moral commitment to prevent an impending massacre.

This article argues that Resolution 1973 and its subsequent implementation provide a blueprint for effective humanitarian intervention. The humanitarian intervention in Libya was characterized by: (1) swift action by the Security Council to authorize military intervention when diplomacy appeared fruitless; (2) a well-drafted resolution that provided the mandate necessary for a successful intervention; and (3) aggressive and immediate implementation by an international coalition. This article does not take the

---


3 The international coalition that contributed to the operation in Libya included the United States, France, Britain, Italy, Canada, Spain, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Belgium, the Netherlands, Bulgaria, Turkey, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, and Jordan. Simon Rogers, NATO Operations in Libya: Data Journalism Breaks Down Which Country Does What, GUARDIAN DATABLOG, (Oct. 31, 2011, 7:30 AM), http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/2011/may/22/nato-libya-data-journalism-operations-country#data.

4 Because the British and French were moral leaders of the humanitarian intervention in Libya from the beginning, this article will refer to the international coalition that implemented Resolution 1973 as the “British-French led coalition.” See generally S.C. Res. 1973, U.N. Doc. S/RES/1973 (Mar. 17, 2011). However, the authors of this article do recognize that the U.S. played a large role in the drafting of Resolution 1973 days before it was passed, and has committed the largest number of military assets to the campaign. Rogers, supra note 3. Some scholars have referred to the U.S.’s participation in the humanitarian intervention as “leading from behind.” See generally Simon Chesterman, “Leading from Behind”: The Responsibility to Protect, the Obama Doctrine, and Humanitarian Intervention After Libya, 25 ETHICS & INT’L AFF. 279 (2011).


6 The international coalition was not deceived by repeated calls for a ceasefire from the Gadhafi regime, a tactic that has deceived the international community in so many other instances where atrocities have been committed against civilians. See Simon Denyer & Leila Fadel, NATO Strike Kills Son of Gaddafi, WASH. POST, May 1, 2011, at A1.
view that humanitarian intervention is always the appropriate response to the international community’s responsibility to protect civilians from atrocities and crimes against humanity. However, when the international community does determine that humanitarian intervention is the right course of action, Resolution 1973 and its implementation provides a model framework to successfully protect civilians.

In Libya, it took less than one month and just one prior resolution for the Security Council to authorize the use of force to protect civilians. Less than one month after Muammar Gadhafi first ordered helicopters and snipers to kill protesters in Benghazi and just nineteen days after measures under Security Council Resolution 1970 had failed to stop Gadhafi’s forces advancing towards Benghazi, the Security Council authorized the use of force to protect civilians. Resolution 1973 is a well-drafted legal blueprint that provides intervening forces with the mandate necessary for a suc-

---

7 The intervention in Libya is widely recognized as the first exercise by members of the international community of the full spectrum of measures available under the Responsibility to Protect. The Responsibility to Protect developed as a result of several humanitarian crises in the 1990s, and in response to the debate regarding the legality of humanitarian intervention. The primary dilemma addressed by the doctrine is how to balance a state’s sovereign right to conduct its affairs with the international community’s responsibility to protect civilians. The Responsibility to Protect encompasses three Pillars: (1) states’ responsibility to protect their own citizens; (2) the international community’s responsibility to aid states in protecting their citizens; and (3) timely and decisive action by the international community if states manifestly fail to do so. The third pillar encompasses a variety of measures which may be peaceful—such as fact-finding or mediation, coercive—such as sanctions or embargos, or forceful—such as military intervention. Humanitarian intervention under Pillar 3 is considered a last resort, when other peaceful or coercive measures have failed or would prove inadequate. In Libya, when more diplomatic and other non-violent measures failed to yield results, the British-French led coalition did not hesitate to intervene militarily to protect Libyan civilians. For discussion of Libya as the first exercise of the Responsibility to Protect, see Pinpoint Accuracy, supra note 5; Evans on Responsibility to Protect, supra note 5. The authors recognize that some scholars address the military action in Libya as humanitarian intervention while others address it as the responsibility to protect. The distinction between humanitarian intervention and the responsibility to protect is unimportant for the purposes of this article, which will refer to military action in Libya as humanitarian intervention.


cessful intervention. This legal blueprint authorized: (1) the use of “all necessary measures” to enforce the resolution; (2) the protection of all “civilian populated areas . . . including Benghazi”; (3) the protection of areas “under threat of attack”; (4) an exception to the arms embargo “notwithstanding paragraph 9 of resolution 1970”; (5) an exclusion of a “foreign occupation force” that still allowed for limited presence on the ground; and (6) a no fly zone with teeth. A coalition led by the British and French immediately and aggressively implemented the mandate under Resolution 1973. Just two days after Resolution 1973 was adopted, French planes attacked Gadhafi’s forces advancing on Benghazi, and the U.S. and U.K. launched over 110 cruise missiles into Libya. On March 31, NATO assumed full responsibility for the mission in Libya, and conducted over 9,000 strike sorties in six months.

Humanitarian intervention in Libya was characterized by recognition by the international community that this was not a war between two moral equals. This recognition was reflected throughout Resolution 1973, particularly in the cleverly drafted clause extending protection to civilian populated areas including Benghazi and in the exception to the arms embargo. This notion was also apparent in the firm manner in which the international coalition implemented the resolution to protect persons under threat of attack by Gadhafi’s forces.

Rarely has the Security Council responded so quickly and effectively to stop a humanitarian crisis. In Bosnia, for instance, over a year

---

11 Other scholars agree that Resolution 1973 is a well-drafted resolution. See Pinpoint Accuracy, supra note 5.
17 See S.C. Res. 1973, supra note 4, ¶ 4 (indicating the strength with which the international community responded to this issue by authorizing all necessary measures to protect civilians).
passed from the time Serbian forces first fired on peaceful demonstrators in Sarajevo until the Security Council authorized the use of force to deter attacks against safe areas.\(^{(18)}\) And, by the time the Dayton Peace Accords were signed nearly four years later, thirty-three separate resolutions provided piecemeal legal authorization for intervention in Bosnia,\(^{(19)}\) and between around one hundred thousand civilians were killed and over two million displaced.\(^{(20)}\) Despite Security Council authorization to use force in Bosnia, the international community was timid and tardy in the implementation of military intervention. In fact, General Michael Rose, who led the U.N. mission in Bosnia, specifically said that the U.N. “must . . . avoid all situations that involve the use of force . . . . It is not part of our mission to impose any solution through force of arms.”\(^{(21)}\) As a result, NATO forces and U.N. peacekeepers turned a blind eye to numerous attacks by Serbian forces on civilians in designated safe areas, and when NATO did use force, it was characterized by pinprick airstrikes on unmanned tanks\(^{(22)}\) and airport runways.\(^{(23)}\)

Unlike Libya, the humanitarian intervention in Bosnia was blinded by a notion that both sides should be treated equally. This was reflected throughout the campaign in the slow authorization for the use of force, the lack of response to violations by the Serbian troops, and the duration of a two-sided arms embargo.\(^{(24)}\) In one particularly egregious instance, U.N. forces destroyed the bunkers and trenches of Bosnian government troops


\(^{(24)}\) See Richard K. Betts, The Delusion of Impartial Intervention, 73 FOREIGN AFF. 20, 24–25 (1994) (explaining the danger of impartiality in Bosnia and the negative consequences that stemmed from it).
and drove over 550 of them at gunpoint from a strategic area in order to "preempt the Serbs from doing it themselves."25

Often, in the face of ongoing atrocities, the Security Council fails to authorize intervention.26 This was the case in Kosovo, where over a year after attacks by Serbian forces on ethnic Albanians and a massacre of the Jashari family in the village of Prekaz,27 the Security Council had adopted only two resolutions,28 neither of which authorized the use of force. Eventually, NATO airstrikes began without Security Council approval. And later, the international community refused to admit the legality of intervention, instead dubbing it "illegal but legitimate."29

Tragically, sometimes the international community does nothing at all. In 1994, the world watched in silence while over eight hundred thousand were killed in the Rwandan genocide.30 The genocide in Darfur has claimed over four hundred thousand lives,31 and despite strong rhetoric condemning the attacks against civilians, the international community’s response to the atrocities has been wholly inadequate to protect them.32

Despite these and other lessons, humanitarian intervention in Libya did not have the full support of the international community every step of the way. In the adoption of Resolution 1973, five countries abstained: Germany, Russia, China, India, and Brazil.33 Germany was concerned that there would be large-scale loss of life and that implementation of Resolution 1973 would result in "protracted military conflict."34 Brazil believed that humanitarian intervention would exacerbate the situation in Libya, "causing more

34 Id. at 4–5.
harm than good to . . . civilians,” and Russia warned against “unpredicted consequences” and expressed concern about who would enforce the measures and how they would enforce them. India was similarly concerned about implementation and unintended consequences, while China simply disagreed with a resolution that authorized force when peaceful means had not been exhausted.

Once Resolution 1973 was adopted and humanitarian intervention underway, certain members of the international community continued to doubt the wisdom of intervention. Although Arab League calls for a no fly zone in Libya played a role in the adoption of Resolution 1973, and Lebanon reportedly played a role in its drafting, Arab League leaders balked once they saw what actions were actually required for a successful humanitarian intervention. Even amongst some NATO allies, resolve began to falter as the campaign proved to be longer than some had anticipated.

Fortunately, the fears espoused by the five abstainers proved largely unfounded. Likely far fewer civilians died in the implementation of Resolution 1973 than would have been killed if the world had done nothing. Fears about who would implement the campaign were quickly quashed as the British, French, and Americans immediately took the lead, followed shortly thereafter by NATO. And while the campaign was perhaps not as brief as some would have preferred, it began to wind down after just six months. Lastly—and not to be underestimated—the Libyan people are now free from a brutal dictator and able to determine their own future.

This article argues that Resolution 1973 and its subsequent implementation provide a blueprint for humanitarian intervention that successfully protects civilians. In order to shed light on this framework for intervention, this article: (1) analyzes the text of Resolution 1973 authorizing the use of force; and (2) examines the interpretation and implementation of Resolution 1973 by the international coalition. In the analysis of Resolution 1973, this article focuses on paragraph 4 of the resolution, under the head-

35 Id. at 6.
36 Id. at 8.
37 Id. at 5–6.
38 Id. at 10.
41 Edward Cody, Arab Group Decrees West’s Broad Air Campaign in Libya, WASH. POST, Mar. 21, 2011, at A13.
42 One such example is Italy’s Foreign Minister, Franco Frattini’s call for a ceasefire. See Matt Robinson, Italy Ceasefire Call Exposes NATO Split on Libya, REUTERS (June 22, 2011), http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/06/22/us-libya-idUSTRE7270JP20110622.
ing "Protection of Civilians," and paragraphs 6 and 8 of the resolution, under the heading "No Fly Zone."

Where relevant, this article will compare the text of Resolution 1973 with an earlier, leaked draft of the resolution. The first draft of the resolution was prepared primarily by the British and French with input from Lebanon. Reportedly, between the leaked version of the resolution and adoption of Resolution 1973, the Americans engaged, and presumably contributed to broadening the resolution. This Article will compare and contrast paragraph 4 of Resolution 1973 with paragraph 10 of the draft resolution, entitled "Civilian Protection and Humanitarian Assistance Authoriza-

---


Authorizes Member States that have notified the Secretary-General, acting nationally or through regional organizations or arrangements, and acting in cooperation with the Secretary-General, to take all necessary measures, notwithstanding paragraph 9 of resolution 1970 (2011), to protect civilians and civilian populated areas under threat of attack in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, including Benghazi, while excluding a foreign occupation force of any form on any part of Libyan territory, and requests the Member States concerned to inform the Secretary-General immediately of the measures they take pursuant to the authorization conferred by this paragraph which shall be immediately reported to the Security Council.

Id.

44 Id. ¶¶ 6, 8.

Decides to establish a ban on all flights in the airspace of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya in order to help protect civilians.

Authorizes Member States that have notified the Secretary-General and the Secretary-General of the League of Arab States, acting nationally or through regional organizations or arrangements, to take all necessary measures to enforce compliance with the ban on flights imposed by paragraph 6 above, as necessary, and requests the States concerned in cooperation with the League of Arab States to coordinate closely with the Secretary General on the measures they are taking to implement this ban, including by establishing an appropriate mechanism for implementing the provisions of paragraphs 6 and 7 above.

Id.


46 See Mara, Mudge & Abramsohn, supra note 45.
Paragraph 4 of Resolution 1973 is significantly broader than paragraph 10 of the draft resolution in terms of the protection it extends to civilians and the flexibility it gives to states to aggressively fulfill the mandate.

This Article will compare the responses of the international community to the impending massacres in Libya and Bosnia. This Article will compare the legal authorizations for intervention from the Security Council, and the international community’s implementation of these resolutions.

II. PROTECTION OF CIVILIANS

Paragraph 4 of Resolution 1973 provided states with a broad legal mandate to protect civilians in Libya by authorizing “all necessary measures, notwithstanding paragraph 9 of resolution 1970 (2011), to protect civilians and civilian populated areas under threat of attack in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, including Benghazi, while excluding a foreign occupation force of any form on any part of Libyan territory.” The overarching purpose of Resolution 1973 was the protection of civilians, and there were five key ways that paragraph 4 authorized this protection: (1) a mandate to use “all necessary measures”; (2) protection of “civilian populated areas . . . including Benghazi”; (3) protection of areas “under threat of attack”; (4) an exception to the arms embargo “notwithstanding paragraph 9 of resolution 1970”; and (5) exclusion of a “foreign occupation force” that still allows for limited presence on the ground.

A. All Necessary Measures

The Security Council quickly responded to the violence in Libya with a comprehensive resolution that authorized all measures necessary to stop attacks on civilians. “All necessary measures” is the language em-

---

47 Paragraph 10 of the draft resolution states:

Authors [sic] members of the League of Arab States and other States which have noti


49 Id.

ployed by the Security Council to authorize the use of force under Chapter VII, Article 42 of the U.N. Charter. While the authorization to use force to protect civilians is not unprecedented, the speed at which the Security Council reacted to violence in Libya is certainly refreshing. Further, the international coalition actually: (1) used all necessary resources, including attack helicopters and predator drones; and actually (2) struck all necessary targets to fulfill its mandate to protect civilians.

The British-French-led coalition used all resources necessary to immediately and aggressively fulfill its mandate to protect civilians. On March 19, just two days after Resolution 1973 was adopted, French planes attacked Gadhafi forces advancing on Benghazi, and the U.S. and U.K. launched over 110 cruise missiles into Libya. On March 31, NATO took over implementation of the mandate to protect civilians, and within six months, NATO forces had conducted 24,346 sorties and 9,082 strike sorties. In fulfilling its mandate to protect civilians, NATO used fighter aircraft, surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft, air-to-air refuelers, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and attack helicopters. At its peak, over 260 air assets contributed to the operation, with occasional contribution from ships and submarines. Approximately 8,000 troops contributed to NATO's operation, and France, the U.K., and Italy all deployed small numbers of military personnel into Libya to help organize and train Libyan forces.


Id.
opposition forces. Additionally, France airdropped arms to Libyan opposition forces in June when the fighting appeared to reach a stalemate.

The contribution by the U.K. and France of attack helicopters to the NATO campaign demonstrated these states’ commitment to provide all necessary resources to protect civilians, including at the risk of life to their own pilots. Although attack helicopters are better able to conduct precision air strikes in urban areas, they are more vulnerable to being hit by missiles because they are relatively slow and fly low to the ground. Despite this danger, in June, the U.K. contributed Apache attack helicopters and France contributed Tigre and Gazelle attack helicopters to the NATO campaign. Some commentators hailed the July introduction of attack helicopters as a “game changer” in a conflict that was beginning to look like a stalemate.

In addition to French and British attack helicopters, the U.S. deployed unmanned predator drones with hellfire missiles into Libya. A resource that only the U.S. can provide, predator drones are well-known for their use in targeted killings of individual al Qaeda operatives. In one of the more controversial elements of the NATO campaign, predator drones may have been used in Libya in an attempt to target Gadhafi.

The international coalition also struck a wide range of targets in its implementation of “all necessary measures.” As of October, NATO had destroyed over 5,900 military targets, including over 400 artillery or rocket launchers, over 600 tanks or armored vehicles, and over 400 military com-

58 David Jolly & Kareem Fahim, France Says It Gave Arms to the Rebels in Libya, N.Y. TIMES, June 30, 2011, at A4. This will be discussed in more detail in the arms embargo section.
60 Id.
64 See infra Part C for further discussion on the potential targeting of Gadhafi.
mand and control centers.\textsuperscript{65} Targets included the usual suspects—anti-aircraft facilities, bunkers, ammunition storage sites, armored personnel carriers, artillery vehicles, command and control facilities, armored vehicles, buildings, missiles, helicopters, anti-aircraft guns, rocket launchers, surface to air missile launchers, tanks, and vehicle storage buildings\textsuperscript{66}—and some unusual suspects, including television satellites,\textsuperscript{67} Gadhafi’s palaces,\textsuperscript{68} and perhaps Gadhafi himself.\textsuperscript{69}

The immediate and aggressive implementation of “all necessary measures” was a dramatic shift from the timid and tardy implementation conducted by the international community in response to attacks on civilians in Bosnia. In Bosnia, over a year passed before the Security Council authorized U.N. member states to take “all necessary measures, through the use of airpower” to protect “safe areas.”\textsuperscript{70} And even after the Security Council authorized the use of force, force was rarely actually used. In one instance, in response to Serbian attacks on a safe area, General Michael Rose delivered a letter to Serbian military leader Ratco Mladić asking Serbia to please stop violating the weapons exclusion zone.\textsuperscript{71} Another time, in response to Serbian attacks on civilians, General Rupert Smith wrote to Mladić to remind him that Smith had the authority to order NATO air-strikes, though he did not actually do so.\textsuperscript{72} And yet another time, in response to the killing of one U.N. peacekeeper and the wounding of four others, General Michael Rose “lodged an official complaint” with Bosnian Serb leaders.\textsuperscript{73} Throughout the war in Bosnia, U.N. officials repeatedly denied NATO permission to target Serbian anti-aircraft systems despite repeated

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{65} Operation Unified Protector Oct. 2011, supra note 55.
\bibitem{66} Rogers, supra note 3.
\bibitem{68} Tom Shanker & David E. Sanger, NATO Plans to Take War to Qaddafi’s Doorstep, N.Y. TIMES, April 26, 2011, at A10.
\bibitem{69} David Batty, Libyan Forces Loyal to Gaddafi Attacked on Retreat from Misrata, GUARDIAN (April 23, 2011), http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/apr/23/gaddafi-forces-attacked-misrata/print (discussing the attack on the Gadhafi compound).
\bibitem{70} S.C. Res. 836, supra note 18, § 10.
\end{thebibliography}
attacks on NATO planes and despite an authorization to use “all necessary measures.”

When force was used by NATO in Bosnia, it was usually in the form of pinprick airstrikes. In one instance, after two months of no airstrikes, and in retaliation for repeated Serbian attacks on peacekeepers, NATO warplanes attacked a single, unmanned tank. Another time, NATO forces struck an airport runway, purposely leaving a number of planes next to the runway intact. Soon thereafter, these runways were used by the Serbians to resupply their forces. Furthermore, when NATO did decide to conduct airstrikes, the U.N. often informed Serbian forces in advance. In October of 1994, the U.N. and NATO settled on a draft agreement that would finally allow NATO to conduct airstrikes without warning “unless the U.N. feels that civilians may be endangered.”

While the international community in Bosnia hesitated to authorize force and then failed to use the full extent of force authorized, approximately one hundred thousand lives were lost and 2.2 million civilians displaced. Fortunately for the Libyan people, the Security Council did not wait for wide-spread massacres before authorizing “all necessary measures,” and the British-French led coalition did not hesitate to implement the full scope of its mandate by using all available resources and by striking all crucial targets.

B. Civilian Populated Areas . . . Including Benghazi

Resolution 1973 extended protection to civilians and “civilian populated areas . . . including Benghazi.” According to the Geneva Convention, even if military personnel are present in an area, their presence

---

76 BALKAN WATCH, supra note 24.
79 Bosnia War Dead Figure Announced, supra note 20; UNHCR, supra note 20.
does not "deprive [the] area of its civilian nature." Thus, coupled with the Geneva Convention, three words—"civilian populated areas"—authorized states to use force to protect entire towns and villages in Libya, even if legitimate military targets existed within them, so long as civilians were present.

The explicit inclusion of Benghazi in Resolution 1973 as a protected area was especially significant because it was the command and control center for the Libyan opposition since the revolution began in February. This was a clear acknowledgment by the Security Council that the Gadhafi regime and the Libyan opposition were not moral equals entitled to the same protection.

An earlier draft of the resolution limited protection to "civilians and civilian objects." Resolution 1973 broadened the scope of protection to include entire "civilian populated areas" of Libya and thus everything—not just "civilians and civilian objects"—within those areas. This authorized NATO forces to protect non-civilians—including the Libyan opposition forces—as long as they were within an area populated by at least one civilian. By extending protection to "civilian populated areas... including Benghazi," the Security Council recognized that those needing protection may also be engaged in self-defense. This phrase was crafted in such a way that not only permitted Libyans to engage in self-defense, but also assisted them in doing so.

The British-French led coalition and NATO vigorously protected Benghazi and other "civilian populated areas" from Gadhafi's forces by conducting airstrikes in and around at least thirty-five towns and cities in Libya. NATO interpreted Resolution 1973 as allowing it to deter attacks by the Gadhafi regime on the Libyan opposition and to provide close air support as the Libyan opposition moved from one town to the next. States also worked with the National Transitional Council (NTC) to ensure that they understood the laws of war and how to appropriately treat prisoners.

---

83 See id.; see also Into the Unknown; The Libya Campaign, ECONOMIST, Mar. 26, 2011, at 29 (describing Benghazi as a stronghold for the Libyan opposition forces and important because of Resolution 1973 which allowed allies to use ‘all necessary measures’ to protect civilians in areas like Benghazi from Gadhafi’s forces).
85 Rogers, supra note 3 ( picturing the concentration of missiles around the cities, especially Tripoli and Brega).
This broad mandate to protect all civilian populated areas, and its aggressive implementation, was a significant departure from the limited "safe areas" that supposedly received protection during the war in Bosnia. In response to attacks on civilians in Srebrenica, the Security Council designated Srebrenica as a "safe area which should be free from any armed attack..." but did not at first authorize means by which states could protect Srebrenica. Less than a month later, the Security Council designated five additional "safe areas," including Sarajevo, Tuzla, Zepa, Gorazde, and Bihać, but still no means by which to protect them. Finally, in June of 1993, the Security Council authorized states to use all necessary measures to deter attacks against the six safe areas. However, even after the Security Council authorized the use of force to protect the six safe areas, the U.N. and NATO rarely provided the protection that was needed. Tragically, over two years after Srebrenica was designated as a safe area, more than eight thousand civilians were killed by Serbian forces in the Srebrenica massacre.

C. Under Threat of Attack

Resolution 1973 extended protection to civilians and civilian populated areas "under threat of attack," and in doing so, provided NATO with the flexibility to successfully fulfill its mandate to protect civilians. Authorizing the protection of civilians "under threat of attack" may seem like common sense for a resolution with the goal of protecting civilians, but the Security Council does not often authorize the use of force before an attack actually occurs or unless an attack is imminent.

In fact, in an earlier draft of the resolution, the drafters had limited protection to a traditional mandate—"civilians and civilian objects in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya"—without extending protection to civilians "under the threat of attack." Fortunately, the resolution was redrafted to include flexibility for NATO to stop attacks on civilians before they occurred. While some commentators disagree with what NATO construed to consti-

---

89 S.C. Res. 836, supra note 18, ¶¶ 5, 9, 10.
90 Helge Brunborg, Torkild Hovde Lyngstad & Henrik Urdal, Accounting for Genocide: How Many Were Killed in Srebrenica? 19 EUR. J. POPULATION 229, 229 (2003) (concluding that at least 7,475 people were killed in Srebrenica during the conflict).
91 S.C. Res. 1973, supra note 4, ¶ 4 (authorizing member states to take all necessary measure to protect civilians but requiring notification to the security council immediately afterward).
tute a threat of attack, favoring a narrower interpretation, this clause provided NATO with the flexibility necessary to adapt the campaign to the changing circumstances on the ground and to strike all targets that posed a risk to civilians.

Moreover, such a limited response would be all too reminiscent of the limited mandate in Bosnia Resolution 836 authorizing states to use force “in reply to bombardments” against safe areas. The language of Resolution 836 ironically appeared to require the aggressors to have already attacked civilians in the designated safe areas before states could use force to protect them, leading to more civilian casualties. Resolution 1973 better protected civilians by providing states implementing the resolution—rather than technocrats negotiating the text of the resolution—with the latitude to determine which objects, facilities, actions, and people posed a threat of attack to civilians in Libya.

Fortunately for the Libyan people, NATO did not shy away from eliminating threats of attack to civilians. As of October, NATO had destroyed nearly six thousand military targets. In order to begin to make sense of NATO’s list of targets, this Article synthesized NATO’s implementation of its mandate into five categories of “threat of attack”: (1) imminent threat of attack; (2) capacity to attack; (3) command and control; (4) incitement to attack; and (5) combat support role. Moving from category one to category five, the “threat” the targets posed to civilians reached the fringes of the mandate, yet all targets were deemed necessary to protect civilians.

The least controversial of NATO’s targets were those that constituted the most imminent threat to civilians: Gadhafi forces around or approaching civilian populated areas. NATO targets within this category included Gadhafi ground forces, tanks, and artillery outside of Libyan towns and villages. Destroying targets that posed an imminent threat to civilians was a key objective early in the campaign when Gadhafi forces were staging offensives against opposition-held areas, including Benghazi.

The second category of targets were those which gave Gadhafi the capacity to attack in the future and were necessary to destroy in order to prevent impending attacks against civilians. This category included weapons depots and ammunition bunkers, unmanned tanks, and supply lines to Gadhafi regime forces. Also falling within the first and second categories

---

93 See Welsh, supra note 16, at 1 (arguing that because Resolution 1973 only mentioned the Libyan authorities’ responsibility to protect, not the international community, this showed the Security Council still debated the appropriate rationale for military action).
94 S.C. Res. 836, supra note 18, ¶ 9.
were defensive measures taken by the British-French led coalition and by NATO forces to ensure that their mandate under Resolution 1973 could be safely carried out. Defensive targets included anti-aircraft facilities and guns, rocket launchers, surface to air missile launchers, and all other targets that could endanger pilots.

The third category of targets NATO interpreted to constitute a threat of attack during the operation were “command and control” or “communication” centers. NATO described command and control centers as facilities “used to coordinate such attacks by regime forces,” and therefore their destruction was necessary to halt direct commands for attacks on civilians. Such facilities included Gadhafi “palaces, headquarters and communication centers.” Many observers interpreted attacks on these places as an indication that NATO was targeting the Colonel himself.

The apparent targeting of Gadhafi was one of the most controversial elements of the NATO campaign. At the beginning of the operation, NATO shied away from admitting that strikes on or near Gadhafi’s compounds were aimed at killing the leader himself: “We don’t want to kill him . . . but if he sees the bombing happening all around him, we think it could change his calculus,” said one senior NATO diplomat. Following air strikes on a residential compound in Tripoli that killed one of Gadhafi’s sons and three of his grandchildren, NATO again denied that Gadhafi had been the target: “All NATO’s targets are military in nature and have been clearly linked to the [Gadhafi] regime’s systematic attacks on the Libyan population and populated areas. We do not target individuals,” said Lieutenant General Charles Bouchard.

Although NATO officials remained 97
98
99
100
101
102
hesitant to say explicitly that they were targeting Gadhafi, later in the campaign, NATO did argue that Resolution 1973 allowed for the targeting of Gadhafi because, “as head of the military, he is part of the control and command structure and therefore a legitimate target.” 103 However, in the October 20 NATO airstrike on a Gadhafi convoy fleeing Sirte, which led to the Colonel’s capture, French Defense Minister Gerard Longuet said that, “At the time of the strike, NATO did not know that [Gadhafi] was in the convoy.” 104 Presumably, if Gadhafi was indeed giving orders to attack civilians, he would constitute a threat of attack to those civilians.

The fourth category of NATO targets were facilities used to incite attack against the Libyan opposition. In August, NATO conducted a precision airstrike that hit three Libyan state television satellite transmission dishes in Tripoli. 105 NATO’s purpose was to “degrad[e] Qadhafi’s use of satellite television as a means to intimidate the Libyan people and incite acts of violence against them.” 106 Thus, NATO determined that limiting Gadhafi’s ability to incite attacks against civilians—by eliminating his ability to reach wide audiences—was necessary to prevent attacks against civilians. Despite NATO’s purpose for targeting state-run media, this action received a great deal of criticism from the international community, including UNESCO, which deplored the targeting of media outlets, even if used for propaganda. 107

The fifth category of targets interpreted to pose a threat of attack were those struck while NATO played a combat support role for the Libyan opposition. When opposition forces advanced on Tripoli in August, they did so with close air support from NATO and in coordination with NATO command and control. 108 NATO also provided some coverage for Libyan opposition forces to liberate the last remaining Gadhafi strongholds, includ-
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ing Sirte. However, the extent of NATO’s participation in the liberation of Sirte was likely limited. By October, NATO strike missions had reportedly dropped from fifty a day to about two dozen, perhaps because NATO recognized that, “The ability of NATO to affect the fighting inside [Sirte] is small.”

When Libyan opposition forces arrived in Sirte, Tripoli had already fallen and Gadhafi was no longer in control of Libya. Thus, some argued that Gadhafi’s forces no longer posed a threat to civilians at this time. Reportedly, however, there were still civilians in Sirte under attack by Gadhafi’s forces. A U.S. Air Force lieutenant general said that “loyalist gunmen in pickup trucks are terrorizing residents, killing some and intimidating many others.” While support for opposition forces in the liberation of Sirte may have been at the fringes of NATO’s mandate, there was relatively little criticism of NATO’s participation in this regard. The fact that this may have been legally uncomfortable was likely outweighed by the international community’s desire to bring about an end to the war.

D. Notwithstanding Paragraph 9

Resolution 1973 authorized states to arm and train the National Transitional Council so long as it was necessary for the protection of civilians. It does so by creating an exception to paragraph 9 of Resolution 1970 which required states “to prevent the . . . supply, sale or transfer to the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya . . . of arms and related materiel of all types . . . and technical assistance, training, financial or other assistance, related to military activities . . . .” In paragraph 4 of Resolution 1973, the Security Council authorized states to take all necessary measures to protect civilians “notwithstanding paragraph 9 of resolution 1970 (2011).” In common language, when “notwithstanding” is used as a preposition, as it is in para-
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paragraph 4, it means “despite.” Thus, states could use all necessary measures to protect civilians “[despite] paragraph 9” of Resolution 1970. Although the meaning of this phrase has been debated, the logical interpretation is that this phrase created an exception to the paragraph 9 arms embargo for measures that were necessary to protect civilians—measures that may include arming and training civilians so that they may protect themselves.

In an earlier draft of the paragraph authorizing protection of civilians, no mention was made to the arms embargo in Resolution 1970. The subsequent inclusion of “notwithstanding paragraph 9” in Resolution 1973 shows that the drafters of the resolution purposely and thoughtfully created an exception to the arms embargo. The addition of this phrase reflects an understanding by the Security Council that those who need protection may also be engaged in self-defense. Yet, despite the inclusion of “notwithstanding paragraph 9,” some commentators are skeptical that this phrase was intended by the Security Council to create an exception to the arms embargo, arguing that it would never have passed if that had been so. Others are simply critical of the fact that “notwithstanding paragraph 9” did indeed create an exception to the arms embargo, preferring an arms embargo that would have applied equally to the Gadhafi regime and the Libyan opposition.

Such an interpretation fails to heed the lessons learned the hard way in Bosnia. In Resolution 713 (1991), the Security Council established a “general and complete embargo on all deliveries of weapons and military equipment to Yugoslavia until the Council decides otherwise.” However, even while Serbian forces committed atrocities against Bosnian civilians, the Security Council neglected to modify the arms embargo so that the Bos-
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nians could protect themselves. \(^{121}\) Individual states also failed to lift the arms embargo for the Bosnians during much of the war despite other legal justifications for doing so, including the right of self-defense and the fact that Bosnia and Herzegovina had become an independent state since adoption of Resolution 713, which placed an embargo on “Yugoslavia.” At one point, French Foreign Minister Alain Juppé denounced a U.S. decision to stop enforcing the arms embargo against the Bosnian Government as “favoring those who wanted war over those who wanted peace.” \(^{122}\) However, U.N. peacekeepers and NATO troops rarely used force to stop violations of the arms embargo. Thus, a two-sided arms embargo had the unintended effect of protecting Serbian forces—which regularly violated the embargo—while keeping Bosnian civilians defenseless. In one instance, U.N. observers watched idly as 15–20 helicopters flew from Serbia to arm Serbian forces on the outskirts of Srebrenica. \(^{123}\) Because the Bosnian Government was the only side realistically subjected to the arms embargo, Bosnian civilians were left unprotected when Serbian forces attacked them.

Fortunately, “notwithstanding paragraph 9” was interpreted aggressively by the French and Americans, and narrowly by the British, to allow for arming of the Libyan opposition. The U.S. believed that “notwithstanding paragraph 9” created a blanket exception to the arms embargo: “[Resolution] 1973 amended or overrode the absolute prohibition of arms to anyone in Libya so that there could be legitimate transfer of arms if a country were to choose to do that,” said U.S. Secretary of State Hilary Clinton. \(^{124}\) The U.K., on the other hand, interpreted “notwithstanding paragraph 9” more narrowly, to allow only for arming the Libyan opposition with “defensive weapons” in “certain limited circumstance.” \(^{125}\) On June 29, France
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was the first and only of the three NATO leaders to confirm that it had actually provided weapons to the Libyan opposition.\textsuperscript{126} France airdropped assault rifles, machine guns, and rocket-propelled grenades and launchers to rebels in Misrata and the Nafusa Mountains.\textsuperscript{127} The airdrop was credited with breaking the stalemate with Gadhafi forces in the Nafusa Mountain region.\textsuperscript{128} Egypt,\textsuperscript{129} Qatar,\textsuperscript{130} and the United Arab Emirates\textsuperscript{131} also reportedly provided weapons to the Libyan opposition. Such efforts were credited with providing ill-equipped opposition troops with the means to defend themselves against Gadhafi forces and with the ability to forge offensive fronts against his regime.\textsuperscript{132}

In Resolution 2009, the Security Council crafted further exceptions to the arms embargo, including an exception for “arms and related materiel of all types, including technical assistance, training, financial and other assistance, intended solely for security or disarmament assistance to the Libyan authorities.”\textsuperscript{133} While on its face this may appear to be redundant if “notwithstanding paragraph 9” did indeed create an exception to the arms embargo for the Libyan opposition, a close reading of the two provisions reveals that the two exceptions are in fact created for different purposes. “Notwithstanding paragraph 9” in Resolution 1973 lifted the arms embargo for NTC forces if it was necessary to protect civilians under threat of attack. On the other hand, paragraph 13(a) of Resolution 2009 lifted the arms embargo for the new Libyan authorities “for security or disarmament assistance.”\textsuperscript{134} Thus, the inclusion of additional exceptions to the arms embargo in Resolution 2009 did not undermine the argument that “notwithstanding paragraph 9” created an exception to the arms embargo for the Libyan opposition.

E. Excluding a Foreign Occupation Force

Resolution 1973 allowed states the flexibility of putting limited foreign intelligence and military personnel on the ground in Libya so long as they did not constitute “a foreign occupation force of any form on any part
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of Libyan territory.”135 While on its face, this provision would appear to exclude the presence of any boots on the ground, 136 it in fact appears that the drafters cleverly chose the term “occupation force,” which is not without legal significance. According to the Hague Convention IV, a “[t]erritory is considered occupied when it is actually placed under the authority of the hostile army[,]”137 and comes under the “effective control of hostile foreign armed forces.”138 Any foreign intelligence or military presence on the ground in Libya falling short of this did not constitute foreign occupation of the territory.

An earlier draft of the resolution did not include any reference to exclusion of a foreign occupation force,139 meaning that the drafters thought very carefully about including this clause. Some commentators interpret the inclusion of this phrase as expressing the intent of the Security Council to avoid a situation similar to Iraq.140 While this phrase certainly set the tone that there would not be heavily-armed peacekeeping forces in Libya, it also represents clever drafting that allowed for some military presence on the ground. This phrase ultimately provided states fulfilling the mandate with a wider range of available measures to protect civilians as the conflict progressed.

Utilizing the latitude provided by this provision, states used limited troops on the ground to gather intelligence, direct airstrikes, and organize and train the opposition as the conflict evolved. The British, French, and Italians interpreted Resolution 1973 to allow them to legally deploy small numbers of military personnel to assist the Libyan opposition. However, their governments, to varying degrees, shied away from explicitly describing their assistance as military training of the Libyan opposition.141 Prior to
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deployment, the French said that their officers would “organize the protection of the civilian population.”142 Italian Defense Minister Ignazio La Russa said that Italian officers would act “according to the needs” of the rebels, but that their role would fall short of being “on the battlefield.”143 British Foreign Secretary William Hague said that British officers would help the NTC to “improve their military organizational structures, communications, and logistics” but would not “be involved in training or arming the opposition’s fighting forces” or “in the planning or execution of the NTC’s military operations” or giving “any other form of operational military advice.”144 Additionally, British Special Forces and MI6 intelligence officers were reportedly gathering intelligence in Libya and directing British airstrikes since March,145 and U.S. CIA operatives were reportedly working in Libya since the conflict began.146

III. NO FLY ZONE WITH TEETH

Resolution 1973 established a no fly zone that applied to all flights over Libya and immediately allowed member states to use force to implement it. When the international community first began to discuss intervention in Libya, the phrase on the tip of everyone’s tongue was “no fly zone.” By the time the Security Council met on March 17 to vote on Resolution 1973, much of the world—including the Arab League—supported the idea of a no fly zone.147 Paragraph 6 established a “ban on all flights in the airspace of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya”148 and paragraph 8 authorized member states to take “all necessary measures to enforce compliance with the ban on flights.”149 Though it seems like common sense that the Security Council would immediately authorize measures allowing states to enforce the no fly zone, it does not always actually do so.

In Bosnia, the Security Council “established a ban on military flights in the airspace of Bosnia and Herzegovina”150 in October 1992, but
did not authorize member states to take “all necessary measures . . . to ensure compliance with the ban on flights” until nearly six months later.\textsuperscript{151} During those six months, the U.N. reported 465 violations of the no fly zone.\textsuperscript{152} Even after the Security Council authorized “all necessary measures” to enforce the no fly zone, NATO forces rarely actually enforced it. In fact, U.N. officials repeatedly denied NATO permission to target Serbian anti-aircraft systems despite repeated attacks on NATO planes.\textsuperscript{153} When NATO did take measures to enforce the no fly zone, it often did so by inflicting only minimal damage to aircraft runways, sometimes specifically avoiding the airplanes themselves.\textsuperscript{154} It was not until February 1994 that NATO finally shot down a Serbian plane violating the no fly zone.\textsuperscript{155}

Fortunately for the Libyan people, the Security Council reacted within one month of attacks on civilians to authorize all necessary measures to enforce a no fly zone and NATO actually implemented this mandate to its fullest. NATO aggressively enforced the no fly zone under Resolution 1973 by destroying the Gadhafi regime’s flight capabilities and by ensuring that no flights from either side of the conflict were allowed in the air. Enforcement of the no fly zone required a wide range of NATO personnel and resources, including surveillance, intelligence, and tactical aircraft.\textsuperscript{156} NATO fulfilled its mandate by bombing anti-aircraft facilities, early warning radar, helicopters, anti-aircraft guns, and surface to air missiles launchers.\textsuperscript{157} In fact, the no fly zone has been implemented so aggressively that during the one reported challenge to the no fly zone, a French fighter jet chased a Gadhafi regime plane to the ground, and then destroyed it in an air-to-ground strike as soon as it landed.\textsuperscript{158}

\section*{IV. Conclusion}

For two decades, humanitarian intervention had been handicapped by narrow legal mandates and weak implementation. But on March 17, 2011, the international community experienced a brief moment of legal and moral clarity, and seized this moment to stop an impending massacre. The
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Security Council provided a well-drafted legal blueprint that authorized all measures necessary to protect civilians, and an international coalition immediately and aggressively implemented this mandate. This article does not take the view that humanitarian intervention is always the appropriate course of action. However, the next time the world does have the moral clarity and political will for humanitarian intervention, Resolution 1973 and its implementation will provide an effective blueprint for the successful protection of civilians.